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                                                        Continuation f 202, 203
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++     140mg (7/21/77) 10:02AM=[0:00] interaction experiment - alert 0:35 - [0:45] 
          [with] considerable nausea (transferred) strong development [with] little
          loss in motor skills (piano - lab manipulation) keywords automy, commune.
          muscular and related awareness into evening. [12:00] - sleep easy. AM
          clear. ++ overall. Mirror faces - mouth, eyes, teeth. 

++     100mg 9/27/77 7:00AM=[0:00][0:30] compulsive sneezes - aware pule to 116.
          [0:45] to 120 - nausea -[0:56] window - but [with] a serious note [1:00]
          still noisy, pulse 108 - at ++ - [1:20-2:00] pulse down - steady. [4:00]
          clear except for teeth.

++     120mg 10/26/77 in two parts 3:00PM 80mg (this after N-methoxy MDA) [0:27]
          slight alert [0:30] start [0:45] to + not much more [1:20] + 40mg Σ 120mg
          [1:50] still easy + [2:05][0:45new] to ++ but quietly. [2:30][1:10] back
          to + only - very well controlled. [4:00][2:45] almost out.
  
  [++] 160mg 11/4/77 [with] Ted. 120mg 7:30=[0:00] mine start [0:32] to
          [0:50] full ++ [2:00] steady but start down. [3:00] some drop [4:00]
 this was out. TS start [:28] - plateau - held to ~(1:20) - then drops anxiety
   MDMA.  and to full window - steady at [2:00][3:00] a little down - [4:00]
          largely down - would like to repeat someday. 

+      120mg 11/13/77 6:30PM=[0:00][1:00] eerie driving - to club, soup, wine - at
          + or ++. night experiment. no significant passing of + into minimum
          sensory input - move - normal - normal sleep at [5:00] - at honest - only
          +. MDA is not a night eyes-closed material.

+++    120->260 12/3/77 9:15AM=[0:00][0:25] alert [:30->1:00] to ++ [1:30]++[2:00]
          dropping + 80mg [0:19] sparkle again, more at [0:25] develop to +++ at
          [1:00] - teeth grit - no car driving [2:00] some eye unfocus clearing +
          60mg [0:30] sparkle again - back up to ++ at [1:00] [with] more teeth
          clench. [3:00] clear but residual teeth clench into evening. afternoon
          relaxed. Overall pleasant.
             ~1?
++     140mg 12/27/78 continuation NT 100, CT. 80 11:45=[0:00][0:30] nausea
          develop to [1:00] at ++ [with] nausea gone. [2:00] still ++ [2:40]
          dropping [4:20] back from hill - teeth clench and other physical into
          [8:00] still.

++     100mg night experiment. 11:15PM 60mg 0:50+40mg to [2:00] to ++ real - chills
          - shakes. [3:15] complete wakefulness, complete input. [4:15-6:15]
          troubled dozing awake pulse 108 -[10:30] completely clear. Next night
          compensating sleep. ++

++     100mg 6/21/78 2PM=[0:00][0:30] aware [0:40] developing [0:50] up to a ++
          window - a little nausea, a little sweating [1:00] ++ window + that
          little something [1:30] stable between + & ++ [2:00] slight down
          exoticism terrific but compl. imp. [2:15] rapid recovery. [3:00] pretty
          much out - certainly no more than ±.


